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During the final decades of the nineteenth
century, a common mind-set emerged among many
intellectuals--"la decadence." Many novels
and novellas of the period were populated
with protagonists who were fragile, refined,
self-absorbed, and preoccupied with a
trivially exquisite aesthetic. A Baedeker of
Decadence presents thirty-two international
works of literary decadence written between
1884 and 1927. George C. Schoolfield, a world
authority on the decadent novel, offers an
entertaining and wide-ranging commentary on
this highly significant literary and cultural
phenomenon. Schoolfield tracks down the
symptoms of decadence in narrative works
written in more than a dozen languages,
providing synopses and passages in English
translation to give a sense of each author's
style and tone. Schoolfield throws new light
on the close intellectual kinship of authors
from August Strindberg to Bram Stoker to
Thomas Mann, and on the ingredients, themes,
motifs, and preconceptions that characterized
decadent literature.
Umberto Eco's wise and witty guide to
researching and writing a thesis, published
in English for the first time. By the time
Umberto Eco published his best-selling novel
The Name of the Rose, he was one of Italy's
most celebrated intellectuals, a
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distinguished academic and the author of
influential works on semiotics. Some years
before that, in 1977, Eco published a little
book for his students, How to Write a Thesis,
in which he offered useful advice on all the
steps involved in researching and writing a
thesis—from choosing a topic to organizing a
work schedule to writing the final draft. Now
in its twenty-third edition in Italy and
translated into seventeen languages, How to
Write a Thesis has become a classic.
Remarkably, this is its first, long overdue
publication in English. Eco's approach is
anything but dry and academic. He not only
offers practical advice but also considers
larger questions about the value of the
thesis-writing exercise. How to Write a
Thesis is unlike any other writing manual. It
reads like a novel. It is opinionated. It is
frequently irreverent, sometimes polemical,
and often hilarious. Eco advises students how
to avoid “thesis neurosis” and he answers the
important question “Must You Read Books?” He
reminds students “You are not Proust” and
“Write everything that comes into your head,
but only in the first draft.” Of course,
there was no Internet in 1977, but Eco's
index card research system offers important
lessons about critical thinking and
information curating for students of today
who may be burdened by Big Data. How to Write
a Thesis belongs on the bookshelves of
students, teachers, writers, and Eco fans
everywhere. Already a classic, it would fit
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nicely between two other classics: Strunk and
White and The Name of the Rose. Contents The
Definition and Purpose of a Thesis • Choosing
the Topic • Conducting Research • The Work
Plan and the Index Cards • Writing the Thesis
• The Final Draft
Companion to Literary Myths, Heroes and
Archetypes
Contemporary TV and Moral Identity Formation
How to Write a Thesis
Annie Chartres Vivanti
Dominus Mundi
The Romantic Agony

Giovanni Pascoli (1855–1912) is one of
Italy’s most canonical and beloved poets.
In Beyond the Family Romance, Maria
Truglio offers fresh insight into the
uncanny qualities of Pascoli’s domestic
verse. As suggested by the Freudian title,
this study opens a dialogue between
Pascoli’s literature and Freud’s theories,
with a particular focus on each author’s
interrogation of origins. Through close
readings and historical contextualization,
themes of regression, memory, and other
manifestations of ‘origins’ are analyzed,
moving Pascoli’s poetry beyond the
biographical strictures that have hitherto
confined it. Truglio’s post-structuralist
readings question the dichotomy between
‘safety within the home’ and the
‘threatening outside world,’ revealing the
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ambivalences with which images of the home
are fraught in Pascoli’s poetry. In
addition to the sustained comparison with
Freud’s writing, Beyond the Family Romance
explores parallels between Pascoli’s work
and such writers as Tarchetti, Boito, Poe,
and Invernizio. Rethinking the concept of
the fanciullino (‘little child’), Truglio
shows that Pascoli’s poetry enacts a
symbiosis between the logic of the
rational modern adult and the mythic
vision of the child.
This innovative new book examines the ways
in which writers’ houses contribute to the
making of memory. It shows that houses
built or inhabited by poets and novelists
both reflect and construct the author’s
private and artistic persona; it also
demonstrates how this materialized process
of self-fashioning is subsequently
appropriated within various strategies and
policies of cultural memory.
Charting a Literary Fashion, 1884-1927
La Carne, la Morte E Il Diavolo Nella
Letteratura Romantica, Etc
La carne, la morte e il diavola nella
letteratura romantica
Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies:
A-J
La carne
La carne, la morte e il diavolo nella
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Annie Chartres Vivanti: Transnational Politics,
Identity, and Culture explores the work of British
Italian writer Annie Chartres Vivanti (1866-1942).
This volume provides a multidisciplinary approach to
the study of Vivanti in order to analyze the diverse
and complex writing experiences in which she
engaged. Essays examine Vivanti’s work through
multiple perspectives, taking into account her politics
and her career as journalist, writer, and singer as
well as her literary works.
This book examines how in Italian literature and film,
as well as in society, women were confined to
traditional roles and illness often represented the
consequence for transgressing those roles. Feigning
illness offered women a way to “own” the illness and
become masters of their bodies as well as their
stories and destinies.
Il patto col serpente
Nuovo Testamento ... tradotto in lingua italiana da
Monsignor Antonio Martini. MS. note [by Francis
Fry].
La Sacra Bibbia, ossia l'Antico e il Nuovo
Testamento, tradotti da G. Diodati, con sommari e
riferenze del medesimo
Writers' Houses and the Making of Memory
The Reception of P. B. Shelley in Europe
Better Living Through TV
An original and challenging work, The Quest
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for Epic documents the development of
Italian narrative from the chivalric romance
at the end of the fifteenth century to the
genre of epic in the sixteenth century.
This volume is the first comprehensive study
of the influence of English Pre-Raphaelitism
on Italian art and culture in the late
nineteenth century. Analysis of the cultural
relations between Italy and Britain has
focused traditionally on the special place that
Italy had in the British imagination, but the
cultural and artistic exchanges between the
two countries have been much
misunderstood. This book aims to correct this
imbalance by placing Pre-Rapahelitism in its
European context. It explores the nature of
its influence on Italy, how it was transmitted,
and how it was manifested, by focusing on
the role of Italian Anglophiles, the English
communities in Florence and Rome, the
writings of Gabriele D'Annunzio, and a
number of Italian artists active in Tuscany
and Rome. The works of Cellini, Ricci, Gioja,
De Carolis, and Sartorio in particular fully
demonstrate the impact of Pre-Raphaelitism
on the young Italian school of painting which
found in the English movement an ideal link
with its glorious past on which it could build a
new artistic identity. These artists show that
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English Pre-Raphaelitism was one of the most
powerful single influences on fin-de-siecle
Italian culture.
Politics and Sentiments in Risorgimento Italy
From Ariosto to Tasso
A Baedeker of Decadence
La Carne, la morte e il diavolo nella
letteratura romantica... 3a edizione...
La carne, la morte e il diavolo nella
letteratura romantica con 18 tavole fuori
testo
La Carne, la morte e il diavolo nella
letteratura romantica. The Romantic Agony.
Translated ... by Angus Davidson
First published in French in 1988, and in English in 1992,
this companion explores the nature of the literary myth in
a collection of over 100 essays, from Abraham to
Zoroaster. Its coverage is international and draws on
legends from prehistory to the modern age throughout
literature, whether fiction, poetry or drama. Essays on
classical figures, as well as later myths, explore the
origin, development and various incarnations of their
subjects. Alongside entries on western archetypes, are
analyses of non-European myths from across the world,
including Africa, China, Japan, Latin America and India.
This book will be indispensable for students and teachers
of literature, history and cultural studies, as well as
anyone interested in the fascinating world of mythology. A
detailed bibliography and index are included. ‘The
Companion provides a fine interpretive road map to
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Western culture’s use of archetypal stories.’ Wilson
Library Review ‘It certainly is a comprehensive volume...
extremely useful.’ Times Higher Education Supplement
The Portrait of Beatrice examines both Dante's and D. G.
Rossetti's intellectual experiences in the light of a
common concern about visuality. Both render, in different
times and contexts, something that resists clear
representation, be it the divine beauty of the angelwomen or the depiction of the painter's own interiority in a
secularized age. By analyzing Dante's Vita Nova
alongside Rossetti's Hand and Soul and St. Agnes of
Intercession, which inaugurates the Victorian genre of
'imaginary portrait' tales, this book examines how Dante
and Rossetti explore the tension between word and
image by creating 'imaginary portraits.' The imaginary
portrait—Dante's sketched angel appearing in the Vita
Nova or the paintings evoked in Rossetti's narratives—is
not (only) a non-existent artwork: it is an artwork whose
existence lies elsewhere, in the words alluding to its
inexpressible quality. At the same time, thinking of
Beatrice as an 'imaginary Lady' enables us to move
beyond the debate about her actual existence. Rather, it
allows us to focus on her reality as a miracle made into
flesh, which language seeks incessantly to grasp. Thus,
the intergenerational dialogue between Dante and
Rossetti—and between thirteenth and nineteenth
centuries, literature and painting, Italy and
England—takes place between different media,
oscillating between representation and denial, mimesis
and difference, concealment and performance. From
medieval Florence to Victorian London, Beatrice's
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'imaginary portrait' touches upon the intertwinement of
desire, poetry, and art-making in Western culture.
Melodrama and the Nation
The Influence of Pre-Raphaelitism on Fin de Siècle Italy
Beckett and Sade
The Legend of Pascoli
paralipomenti di "La carne, la morte e il diavolo nella
letteratura romantica"
The Early History of the Medical Profession in the County
of Norfolk, Mass. An Address Delivered Before the
Norfolk District Medical Society, Etc

This international and intercultural book examines
translation histories and outstanding readings of the words
of Edgar Allan Poe in nineteen national and literary
traditions. It maps out Poe’s global dissemination and
examines the different designs, processes, and offshoots
of the appropriations of his works.
Born and brought up in Poland bilingually in French and
Polish but living for most of his professional life in
England and writing in English, Joseph Conrad was, from
the start, as much a European writer as he was a British
one and his work – from his earliest fictions through Heart
of Darkness, Nostromo and The Secret Agent to his later
novels– has repeatedly been the focal point of discussions
about key issues of the modern age. With chapters written
by leading international scholars, this book provides a
wide-ranging survey of the reception, translation and
publication history of Conrad's works across Europe.
Covering reviews and critical discussion, and with some
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attention to adaptations in other media, these chapters
situate Conrad's works in their social and political context.
The book also includes bibliographies of key translations
in each of the European countries covered and a timeline
of Conrad's reception throughout the continent.
Dante, D. G. Rossetti, and the Imaginary Lady
la morte e il diavolo nella letteraura romantica
paralipomeni di "La carne, la morte e il diavolo nella
letteratura romantica."
The Reception of Joseph Conrad in Europe
Translated Poe
The Quest for Epic
The Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies is a two-volume
reference book containing some 600 entries on all aspects of
Italian literary culture. It includes analytical essays on authors and
works, from the most important figures of Italian literature to
little known authors and works that are influential to the field.
The Encyclopedia is distinguished by substantial articles on
critics, themes, genres, schools, historical surveys, and other
topics related to the overall subject of Italian literary studies. The
Encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of contemporary
interest, such as those relating to journalism, film, media,
children's literature, food and vernacular literatures. Entries
consist of an essay on the topic and a bibliographic portion listing
works for further reading, and, in the case of entries on
individuals, a brief biographical paragraph and list of works by
the person. It will be useful to people without specialized
knowledge of Italian literature as well as to scholars.
"The essays collected in Better Living through TV:
Contemporary TV and Moral Identity Formation analyze a
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variety of contemporary television shows to argue for the role that
TV plays in moral identity formation. Audiences take from
television viewing a better sense of what matters to them, ways of
relating to others, and a moral sense of the world they inhabit"-Omelie dette da Alessandro Borgia arcivescovo e principe di
Fermo in varie funzioni pontificali nella stessa città, etc
Il patto con serpente
Art, Beauty and Culture
Pathologica
Il patto col serpente. Paralipomeni di La carne, la morte e il
diavolo nella letteratura romantica
La carne, la morte e il diavolo nelle letteratura romantica

The widespread and culturally significant
impact of Percy Bysshe Shelley's writings
in Europe constitutes a particularly
interesting case for a reception study
because of the variety of responses they
evoked. If radical readers cherished the
'red' Shelley, others favoured the lyrical
poet, whose work was, like Byron's,
anthologized and set to music. His major
dramatic works, The Cenci and
Prometheus Unbound, inspired
numerous fin-de-siècle and expressionist
dramatists and producers from Paris to
Moscow. Shelley was read by, and
influenced, the novelist Stendhal, the
political theorist Engels, the Spanish
symbolist Jiménez, and the Russian
modernist poet Akhmatova.
This exciting
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collection of essays by an international
team of leading scholars considers
translations, critical and biographical
reviews, fictionalizations of his life, and
other creative responses. It probes into
transnational cross-currents to
demonstrate the depth of Shelley's
impact on European culture since his
death in 1822. It will be an indispensable
research resource for academics, critics,
and writers with interests in
Romanticism and its legacies.
This monograph makes a seminal
contribution to existing literature on the
importance of Roman law in the
development of political thought in
Europe. In particular it examines the
expression 'dominus mundi', following it
through the texts of the medieval jurists
– the Glossators and Post-Glossators – up
to the political thought of Hobbes.
Understanding the concept of dominus
mundi sheds light on how medieval
jurists understood ownership of
individual things; it is more complex
than it might seem; and this book
investigates these complexities. The book
also offers important new insights into
Thomas Hobbes, especially with regard
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to the end of dominus mundi and the
replacement by Leviathan. Finally, the
book has important relevance for
contemporary political theory. With
fading of political diversity Monateri
argues “that the actual setting of
globalisation represents the
reappearance of the Ghost of the
Dominus Mundi, a political refoulé –
repressed – a reappearance of its sublime
nature, and a struggle to restore its
universal legitimacy, and take its place.”
In making this argument, the book adds
an important original vision to current
debates in legal and political philosophy.
Beyond the Family Romance
Liebe, Tod und Teufel (La carne, la morte
e il diavolo nella letteratura romantica,
dt.)Die schwarze Romantik
La carne, la morte e il diavolo nella
letterature romantica
Performing Bodies
Political Sublime and the World Order
Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies
This book investigates the narrative of nationhood
during the Italian Risorgimento and its ability to reach
a new and wider audience. In Italy, an extraordinary
emotional excitement pervaded the struggle for
national independence, suffusing the speeches and
actions of patriots. This book shows how this ardour
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borrowed the tones, figures and spectacular nature of
the melodramatic imagination feeding the theatre and
literature of the time, and how it could resonate with
a largely uneducated audience. An important
contribution to the new historiography on the Italian
Risorgimento and on nineteenth-century nationalism
in Europe, it offers a fresh perspective on the public
sphere during the Risorgimento, focusing on the
transnational links between political mobilisation and
the growth of new media and burgeoning mass
culture.
Much has been written on Beckett and Sade, yet
nothing systematic has been produced. This Element
is systematic by adopting a chronological order, which
is necessary given the complexity of Beckett's varying
assessments of Sade. Beckett mentioned Sade early
in his career, with Proust as a first guide. His other
sources were Guillaume Apollinaire and Mario Praz's
book, La Carne, La morte e il Diavolo Nella Letteratura
Romantica (1930), from which he took notes about
sadism for his Dream Notebook. Dante's meditation
on the absurdity of justice provides closure facing
Beckett's wonder at the pervasive presence of sadism
in humans.
Transnational Politics, Identity, and Culture
Female Illness in Italian Literature and Cinema
(1860–1920)
Portrait of Beatrice

Containing almost 600 entries, this
impressive 2-volume reference presents
detailed and authoritative treatment of the
field of Italian literature, with attention
both to the work and influence of individual
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writers of all genres and to movements,
styles, and critical approaches.
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